Tennis Match Results
Chicago State vs Michigan State
1/12/19 at East Lansing, Mich.
(MSU Indoor Tennis Facility)

Michigan State 4, Chicago State 1

**Singles competition**
1. Jack Winkler (MSU) def. Felix Savard (CSU) 6-2, 6-1
2. John Carlin (MSU) vs. Jakov Suler (CSU) 7-6, 4-3, unfinished
3. Ivan Rakic (MSU) def. George Botha (CSU) 6-4, 6-4
4. Nick Williams (MSU) vs. Francesco Bonacia (CSU) 3-6, 4-5, unfinished
5. Carson Gates (MSU) def. Gonzalo Martinez (CSU) 6-2, 7-5
6. Anthony Pero (MSU) def. Nicholas Liddy (CSU) 6-3, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. John Carlin/Jack Winkler (MSU) vs. Jakov Suler/Felix Savard (CSU) 2-4, unfinished
2. Nicholas Liddy/George Botha (CSU) def. Ivan Rakic/Anthony Pero (MSU) 6-2
3. Francesco Bonacia/Gonzalo Martinez (CSU) def. Nick Williams/Carson Gates (MSU) 6-2

Match Notes:
Chicago State 0-2
Michigan State 2-0
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (6,1,3,5)
Doubles #1 Abandoned
Singles #2 Abandoned
Singles #4 Abandoned
T-2:08 A-112